historian is enabled to overcome prejudices that are by nature limitations of established archival sources and answer interesting, if not compelling, social history questions through accessing the products of online sellers.
Historiographic Trends
Painting in broad strokes, early historians often wrote of heroic figures involved in epochs, eras, and events. By the late 1900s, a new emphasis on academic approaches to the craft had been introduced and professional historical associations formed. These professionals stressed 'original sources and working to develop a critical methodology for dealing with those sources' in order to produce objective history (Startt, 1993: 18) . Their efforts were usually on understanding history in terms of politics and progress -a shift from the 'e's of time (epoch, eras, and events) to the 'p's of power (politics and progress). Later, yet before the Second World War, historians, diverging from the progress approach and reliance on objective fact, started examining history from more critical social justice and cultural perspectives. The Second World War provoked a return to stricter traditional leanings for a time; however, in the anti-establishment mentality that arose during the 1960s, critical and cultural historians re-emerged.
Sub-divisions of history, promoted by the attacks on the 'orthodox mainstream of history' (Startt, 1993: 23) , have included many of the critical and cultural perspectives. On the other hand, many media historians have been criticized for continuing to address broadcast history in terms of heroic figures, pioneering scientists, and/or businesspeople rather than from a cultural perspective (Meade, 2003) . Certainly, though, researchers are interested in the broader cultural and sociological questions broadcasting has raised. Corner (2003) , however, points out some constraints on researchers attempting to illuminate such cultural and sociological questions when he states: (Corner, 2003: 277) .
What is available (often, within tight conditions of viewing and at a considerable fee) has been preselected according to criteria not available to the researcher who is using the material as a resource. The question of the corpus selected by the researcher is thus almost over-shadowed by this, often drastic, phase of pre-selection
As such, the pre-selected materials may function as a terministic screen that biases historical research. (Meade, 2003: 10-11) Since the rationale behind the collection and organization of materials by a given researcher/archivist may not be explicit, the historian -following Startt and Sloan's recommendation -must be careful about relying mainly on the organized sources. This clearly biases historical inquiry to favor those large corporations whose records have been kept intact or reorganized in hindsight. Corner notes that in historical television research 'the availability of sources of data acts as the biggest shaper of research design, inhibiting some projects altogether' (Corner, 2003: 277) and producing bizarre outcome from others. Kittross (1996) notes the difficulty with which Erik Barnouw culled information from limited existing archives, for his trilogy on the history of broadcasting in America but also claims that some of those same archives are no longer available due to corporate changes. Through greater reliance on private collection materials that are more localized and non-institutional, media historians -like those working on broadcasting or internet history -may be able to reduce bias.
In the case of rural radio few pertinent documents are expertly archived. While the vast majority of radio stations, at least in America, were rural and independent (nonnetwork), the written history is biased towards network broadcasting and urban stations (Perry, 2001) . Access to private collections may help alleviate such bias. Before the proliferation of the internet, historians downplayed privately held material due to the difficulty of discovering it. Collections of pertinent material, however, are sometimes made available through online sales transactions.
'With the advent of computer-based information and entertainment technologies, the study of [communication's] history is even more compelling', claimed Benjamin (1996: 558) . Saenger (2003) , however, sees an ominous trend in research libraries becoming redundant points for electronic internet access as opposed to being repositories for physical artifacts. He notes that in the study of history through literature there is 'an increasing desire of scholars to examine original source materials in their original state' (Saenger, 2003: 30) . In addition to the internet, good sources are often preserved on microfilm or microfiche, making examination time consuming, expensive to copy in quantity, and difficult to read. Additionally, study of advertising or photographic imagery may be permanently destroyed due to the poor ability of microfilm to reproduce such content adequately (Barzun and Graff, 1985) . Private collections, therefore, can be important sources for overcoming these difficulties.
There are, of course, traditional methods of accessing private collections. Ryan (1956-7) notes a short chain of contacts that led the University of Washington to transcriptions of 7500 Second World War programs. Still, Ryan noted the likelihood of gaps in the collection and 'hope [d] that somewhere, from some other heretofore uncatalogued collection, the gaps (could) ultimately be filled ' (1956-7: 78 ). Had the internet existed then, he may have noted looking there. This article will overview the relatively new trend of purchasing historical artifacts online to enhance access to primary sources. It will analyze the benefits of identifying and acquiring historical artifacts via online auctions and retailers as well as address potential ethical concerns.
The World of Online Auction and Retail
As an overview, the virtual secondary market of the internet enables ordinary individuals to buy and sell goods. Within virtual 'yard sales', sellers seeking to trade goods inexpensively that they have deemed expendable often find potential buyers. Some invite people to visit their online stores to see many other items that are for sale at set prices. Thus, they not only sell at auction but also through online retail operations. Brick and mortar businesses have also taken advantage of the auction setting to move products. Booksellers, collectibles dealers, antique dealers, estate resellers, and others can regularly be found supplementing their in-store business through online selling.
The largest breadth and quantity of historical artifacts available through a single website are sold at auction on eBay. Therefore, much of the discussion herein is devoted to the online auction venue with additional reference to online retail sales. At first glance, online auctions and retailers may seem more beneficial to the collector since acquisition is not usually the goal of the historian. There are, however, difficulties with accessing private collections that online auctions help to solve.
Accessing Private Collections
Within the private collection, the writer of history may often find the perfect narrative hook to give a project the uniqueness that grabs the reader's attention (Coleman, 1998) . Often, such holdings are extremely valuable for research due to the personal nature of the material they contain. Relatives of important figures in the area of research may own personal papers, diaries, photo albums, scrapbooks, sound recordings, home movies, and similar documents pertinent to the topic. Gaining access to such material first requires the researcher to learn that the resources exist at all. Then, it necessitates negotiating access to the material. Private individuals may be reluctant to allow access (Fink, 2000) .
Unless a private collector is personally known for involvement with the subject being studied, the researcher may have no way to ascertain that a collection even exists. In studying radio inventions, for example, hundreds (if not thousands) of individuals on multiple continents tinkered with new elements that advanced the technology over the early decades of the 20th century. Some of these developments may have been described in broadcasting magazines (Massie and Perry, 2002) . Did these individuals' contributions impact later patents? The answer to that question is likely to be unknown, and a historian studying the development of radio technology would be unaware of private papers that might document such developments. Radio programming is similarly difficult to document. Local stations opened the airwaves to live performers until television began to dominate broadcasting. With few electrical transcriptions created, documents of what those early programs were like from station to station often exist only in private collections or are lost to history entirely. For the station or a local repository to gather such information would have been rare (Perry, 2001) . Documents such as these may be for sale online, however, where search engines provide the researcher with the capability to discover them.
Online acquisition has its own drawbacks as a historical resource in terms of locating, acquiring, and verifying the authenticity of for-sale artifacts. Ethical considerations must also be balanced against online acquisition.
Discovery of Historical Material
The individual seller of a collection online is often one who inherits an item or collection from a friend or relative. Lacking appreciation of the artifact(s), the individual may simply dispose of it. Children of those involved in early radio, for example, are now at the end of their lives. Grandchildren are less likely to understand the value of those old family artifacts, making sale of radio items increasingly likely. Such scenarios motivate this research approach.
A site dedicated to informing museum professionals how to maneuver their way through online auctions to obtain original documents and artifacts, the now defunct AuctionMuse.com, presented an example. Nancy Shedd of the Huntingdon, Pennsylvania Historical Society acquired two scrapbooks containing programs from plays and concerts presented in Huntingdon. The owner of the private collection was located over 1000 miles from the location of the artifacts and the buyer. Shedd purchased these items from a seller who perhaps inherited or tired of them and had put the items on eBay (James, 2002) . Occurrences like this happen frequently.
Assembled Collections
Like the aforementioned programs, researchers have found examples of assembled collections of media artifacts for sale online that could be a valuable find should such artifacts correspond with a scholar's research effort. For this project the authors located online artifacts that included (1) a 1936 press kit from NBC-TV, three years before their start of regularly scheduled broadcasts, (2) correspondence and photos from an unheralded radio inventor or tinkerer, Earl C. Hanson, that included diagrams and descriptions of his tests, 1 and (3) two collections of documents detailing the radio broadcasts from Antarctica during US Navy Admiral Richard E. Byrd's second expedition. In addition, the authors found media artifacts online ranging from listening diaries to transcripts of the radio program Stamp Talks to a collection of letters sent to a radio preacher from the Second World War era. Other collections of mailers, documents, postcards, pamphlets, posters, photos, letters and other paraphernalia associated with specific people's radio listening from the 1920s to the 1940s were also sold online. Private collections are not only convenient in that they provide groups of items simultaneously, but also because of the potential insight they might provide on the bond between audience and media.
A la carte Items
Not all items are sold as collections. Individual items are even more common. Publicity items by radio stations such as booklets, postcards, songbooks, and other ephemera appear occasionally through online sources. Religious and homemaker programs seem to have produced a healthy dose of privately published books and pamphlets to further their contact with the listening audience.
Old newspapers and magazines can be identified online as well. The Tatler and The Spectator are two where individual copies appeared for sale quite frequently. Copies of The London Gazette were found from as early as the 1680s. Magazines devoted to the early years of broadcasting can be identified online as well. Copies of Radio News, an early influential radio magazine, are regularly sold online. Television historian André Lange of the Free University of Brussels is building an archive of early broadcasting magazines using online acquisition. 2 An archive of such publications will be excellent fodder for historical research (Massie and Perry, 2002) . Since the WorldCat worldwide library database confirms that some of the over 100 periodicals associated with broadcasting are absent from any member library's holdings, a researcher may often find them through private collectors. Some not found in libraries include Radio Varieties and South Pole Radio News. Radio Guide, a publication of pre-1940 radio, is only in two libraries, and their collections are not complete. Radio News and the Short-Wave is only owned by one library. All of these rarely cataloged publications have had copies sold through online auctions.
Searching for a specific example of an early newspaper, magazine, radio program or the like may be best accomplished through an online store. Retailers are most helpful if they have search functions on their websites, though some do not. The site historicalnews .com does not allow for user searches, but does break down their periodicals into 20 categories such as 'Black Americana', 'Civil War', and 'Women'. Similarly, historicpages .com indexes their periodicals in such categories as 'Earliest American Newspapers', 'Civil War Newspapers', 'Illustrated Newspapers', and 'British Journalism'. Only if these categories match one's research topic would they have utility.
The historicpages.com site does include a 'want list service'. If a buyer submits information online (event names, dates, places, newspaper titles and so on) then the customer will be advised by email when an item has been located that matches the request. The retail site rarenewspapers.com, on the other hand, does provide a search engine as well as allowing the buyer to search categories including the 1600s and 1700s, the American Civil War, and the Old West.
Is Purchase Necessary?
Perhaps discovery of historical material can be accomplished without purchase of items that are identified. Often scanned images of text and photos accompany the online sales, especially when items are sold through the auction method. Perhaps a printout of the images provides the information needed. At other times, when the photos provided are not sufficient, sellers are willing to provide extra images that are not posted online. The ethics of such a request should be considered, however, as sellers are not intending to be free research assistants. Another caveat is that a motivated seller may enhance an image to help a sale. Additionally, the technical requirements for fast downloads may lead the seller to manipulate an image. 3 In addition to photographic reproductions, a researcher can email a seller and ask a question. One such email clarified a minor point about an artifact for an earlier article published by the authors of this research. Another seller advertised that the artifacts he 98 CONVERGENCE VOL. 13 NO. 1 was selling were produced in conjunction with a radio promotion. An email was sent to ask what evidence indicated this link. The seller's familiarity with the radio station in question and his detailed response about the nature of the promotion were far more valuable to the research question than the artifact itself. Other emails have revealed whether a purchase would be expected to provide the useful information that the researcher needed. Gretchen Adams, a former University of New Hampshire doctoral student, studied the commodification of the Salem witch trials. Salem silver spoons, salt-and-pepper shakers, and even a state police convention badge circa 1890 sporting a witch emblem emerged for sale on eBay. Discovering when the merchandising of Salem began was crucial to her research. Adams said she would not have known how far back the touristoriented commodities went without eBay. Although she tracked down countless items useful to her research, she bought none (McCarthy, 2001a) . Since age may add value to an item (that is, sellers may exaggerate how old an artifact is in order to increase its value), was this information trustworthy? Adams apparently thought so.
Perhaps it would be cheaper to use an item and then return it. At least one online retailer, www.historicalnews.com, allows newspapers to be rented rather than purchased. This service is designed for businesses that would like to use images and text but do not need to own the original. This option is not available through online auctions, but similar options are.
When one attempts to purchase an auction item online, the bid price may accelerate to a point where the cost outweighs the benefit of acquisition. In fact, for popular subjects this can happen frequently. The prestige of owning an item that is used in research may be sufficient, however, to predispose a buyer to be helpful to the researcher. Thus, rather than inflating the cost of an object by competing to win an online bid, a researcher might wait until after an item is purchased. After the purchase, the buyer can be contacted by email through major auction services -a feature that is not available through online retail sources. In one case, the authors in this study decided the price was too high to continue to bid on an item. After the sale was finalized, however, an author contacted the new owner and received a photocopy of a listener's logbook of early radio broadcasts from Antarctica in exchange for photocopies of other items the researcher had previously acquired. Thus, only mailing and copying costs were involved rather than payment for the item. Unfortunately, not all buyers are as cooperative, and in some cases the authors were not given access at all.
Authenticating Artifacts
One of the researchers in this project obtained what he thought would be a variety of radio magazines to study. Instead, the item turned out to be a group of 'how to' manuals for radio operation, still of potential interest historically, but not at all what was expected from the item description. How can one avoid such mistakes? Emails to sellers can be helpful in determining the authenticity of an item if the seller is the original owner or has some expertise in the subject of the artifact. Unfortunately, many sellers know little about what they are selling, leaving the buyer to beware.
One example of the need for authentication involved the log of broadcasts from Antarctica. Emails provided little to supplement the description of the item that claimed the log had been part of a 'famous collection' of Byrd artifacts. To verify the log, the polar research archive at Ohio State University was contacted. None of the archivists was familiar with the so-called 'famous collection'. Therefore, the researchers were left to gamble that the contents of the log could be verified through comparison with other documents available in archives or libraries should they have chosen to purchase it.
Ethical Considerations
Some scholars may be reluctant to use online auction sites, which they see as the domain of collectors, since 'ivory-tower snobbery' (McCarthy, 2001a, paragraph 9) makes many academicians want to distinguish themselves from a mere hobbyist. Conversely, some scholars are unapologetic about being avid collectors, and, as such, are less likely to see ethical dilemmas in the use of internet resources to enhance their research. Still, when researchers purchase items they are contributing to the increased commercial value of such artifacts. Prices paid by museums or archives may be driven up as they compete against the private collector or individual researcher. One reason free market pricing is an ethical concern is that to increase value, sellers are often encouraged to alter an item's original condition. Old magazines or newspapers are cannibalized for their advertisements that might end up framed on someone's living room wall (Baker, 2001) . While such commercialization is disheartening, an even greater loss occurs when, during their auctions, libraries have no bids on old publications and decide to just 'pulp' them or discard the issues into the trash. An employee of a Southern USA library 'rescued from a dumpster, and successfully resold to a dealer, a run of Harper's Weekly worth ten thousand dollars' (Baker, 2001: 13) . Otherwise, the documents would have been lost in their entirety.
On the other hand, the weight of this ethical problem may not rest with the collector, historian, or retailer. Advances in technology and declining public funding of libraries or museums is perhaps more directly related to the marketing and frequent destruction of the historical value of artifacts. Library shelf space is at a premium with the everincreasing numbers of books and periodicals printed and the lack of funds for building library additions. The Milwaukee Public Library even sold 3000 bound volumes directly through eBay (McCarthy, 2001b) . In other cases, entrepreneurs buy them up and take the old magazine issues out of their bindings for individual sale, as evidenced by the thread holes in the margins of many old copies bought by authors of this essay. Lacking the protection of being bound and stored in a controlled climate as they once were, many of these publications will deteriorate rapidly. While most (though not all) broadcast artifacts are of a different nature than what libraries shelve, similar issues can be addressed with company and non-profit archives or museum holdings (see Kittross, 1996; Saenger, 2003) .
The increased ease of selling items online seemingly encourages the theft of historical documents (perhaps from a corporate back room). In Anderson County, Tennessee, some local records were put up for sale on eBay after disappearing from the county collection. Fortunately, an alert citizen informed the county historian of their whereabouts and they were 'won back' in the online auction (McCarthy, 2001b) . A Pennsylvania State University librarian whose focus is on rare books has noted that some of these books are sold on eBay and other online auctions for large sums of money. Simultaneously, rare books are beginning to disappear from libraries around the USA. Perusing what is available on eBay, she believes that many rare books for sale are lifted from libraries (Beinhoff, 2000) .
Another ethical concern suggests that the new ready-made internet markets will make artifacts formerly destined for archives more likely to end up in private collections, thereby denying researchers ready access to this pool of data. The historian must, therefore, consider whether participating in the online marketing of history is beneficial or harmful for the understanding and preservation of history. On the other side of this ethical question is the fact that many archives originated or were built from donated private collections. Thus, the ability to create significant private collections through online acquisition may eventually bring a boom time to the growth of archive resources. Additionally, without waiting for donations, many curators and archivists -if they have the budget and flexibility to buy through online retail and auction -can build collections far more thorough than they had previously envisioned (McCarthy, 2001c) .
Conclusion
The desire to view history from different cultural and sociological perspectives provides media researchers with motivation to seek out new resources and methods to counter (or reinforce) institutional perspectives that may be preserved in some archives. Though a researcher should consistently consider ethical implications, the online selling phenomenon through auction and retail outlets has opened the world of the private collection to historians as one of these potential new resources and a supplement to institutionalized archives that may have limited perspective. The loss of actual original artifacts through digitization and microfilming is also putting pressure on historians to re-acquire original artifacts where information was retained but character and/or clarity were not.
Many potential benefits of online acquisition have been detailed. Private correspondence from an inventor, a radio fan's listening log, copies of hard-to-find broadcasting publications, radio and television promotional tools, and even identification of people with personal knowledge of a subject illustrate potential finds. A single serendipitous discovery may be enough to anchor a new study or a re-examination of our prior notions of early broadcasting. On the other hand, an intent to find artifacts related to one specific topic may also recover ephemera that is perhaps less important. The most plentiful, and otherwise unavailable, data to be recoverable online seem to be related to audience behaviors. Letters written to local performers, fan collections of ephemera related to broadcast talent, and records of what a listener reported hearing in a broadcast are rich for supporting historical audience analysis.
Still, difficulties in authentication and the potential for making artifacts more marketable, and therefore less likely to be preserved intact, are reasons for pause in using online sellers as resources. Both potential theft and increased prices for artifacts that museums or archives might wish to acquire are byproducts of bids by researchers. Nevertheless, unless the demand for a particular object of historical interest is intense, these side-effects will be minimal compared to the benefit of seeing online sales as a resource for pieces of the non-institutional side of the historical puzzle. Thus, it would be prudent for historians to begin seeking the private collection side of the equation to supplement their continued use of available archives in the quest to show all sides of the picture of early history in mass media.
Notes
1 A quotation from The Electrical Experimenter of June 1916, p. 84, was inserted in the eBay auction listing noting that Earl C. Hanson was a 'young California radio expert'. The quoted portion of the article said that 'This "music by wireless" idea [was] one of the most recent electrical inventions of Earl C. Hanson'. He also was listed as the inventor of the vactuphone, a hearing aid based on the vacuum tube. 2 Lange purchased a copy of Radio News from an author of this article through an online auction transaction. Subsequent email correspondence revealed his reasons for purchasing the item and his project to establish an archive of early publications related to television broadcasting especially. 3 In email correspondence with an author of this article, a consultant for early English newspapers to the Newseum in Arlington, Virginia, indicated that he scanned photos of old newspapers in black and white to speed downloading for auction site users. He then tinted the images to make the newspapers look similar in color to the original. This seemingly minor manipulation may be common, suggesting that images cannot be taken at face value.
